Software development methodology (SDLC) in software engineering is a framework that is used to structure plan and control the process of developing an important system. Choosing the right SDLC methodology for your project is as important to the success of the project. Today all live in the era of computer technology. This paper also identity the basic problems in the spiral, waterfall, and iterative models. These models has own advantages and disadvantages. This research paper compare all four models on the basis of some key points which will be helpful to develop a successful software project with the help of comparison any one can select his/her own type of model for his/her project development.
INTORDUCTION

Spiral Model
Spiral Model can also be consider as incremental Model, spiral model consist four phases.
• Planning • Risk Analysis • Engineering/Development • Evaluation
These four phases involves in iteration of any Software project which is just like a spiral so in this model, at the initial level Requirement Analysis or Planning has comes in which information has gathered and risk is estimated, in second phase i.e. risk analysis phase there is a process by which Risk and its alternative solution is identify and at the end of this phase a prototype is produced.
Software is developed in the third phase i.e. engineering phase, and also for performance checking software testing also be done at the end of the phase. At the last now time to evaluate output it can be allow the customer to evaluate the output of the project in Evaluation Phase before the pro ject continues to the next spiral. 
Prototype Model
Prototyping model requi\re before development of actual Software so a well working prototype of the software system be built.
Prototyping model is just like system development method, in this method or model a Prototype of a system is created e.g. Have you seen a Model of any building/multi-stories building, Hotels, Apartments….etc, which gives an exact idea about that particular Building you can easily understand how will be the building will be so same in software development the concept of prototyping is works after testing. Prototype model is attractive and supportive for trial, finding errors and it helps to understand the condition and for future aspects development of the project Frequently they change their requirements and it's difficult in this model to make changes in the previous phase once the previous phase is completed. The software project must be adaptable, and spending considerable effort in design and implementation based on the idea that requirements will never change is neither adaptable nor realistic in these cases.
WATERFALL MODEL
When to use this model? When the requirements are clear, technology is well known and the project is a small scale project.
In Royce's original waterfall model, the following phases are followed in order:
• Requirements specification 
Model description on following key points
• Requirements specification: requirements cannot be managed well and has not been identified as the main reason for failure. When the system is put to use the customer discovers problems of early phases very late and system does not reflect current requirements. Not suitable for the projects where requirements are at a moderate to high risk of changing. During the development process, changes to requirements will be small enough that we can manage them without substantially rethinking or revising our plans.
• 
ITERATIVE MODEL
The incremental model has same phases that are in waterfall model. But it is iterative in nature. In iterative model, iterative process starts with a simple implementation of a small set of the software requirements and iteratively enhances the evolving versions until the complete system is implemented. This model is repeated, producing a new version of the software at the end of each iteration of the model. At each iteration, design modifications are made and new functional capabilities are added. The basic idea behind this method is to develop a system through repeated cycles and in smaller portion at a time.
The iterative process adopts the logical sequence of events of the Waterfall model but it follows the full lifecycle several times within a single project. Each iteration goes through the activities of Requirements, Analysis, Design, Coding, Integration and Testing and produces production-quality software at the end of the iteration. 
